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Here are some sources of covering material for season extension structures (hoop houses, etc.). There are others which are not listed. Our experience indicates that quality of covering material varies between sources so do your homework and ask around to vet your source (or better yet look at material that’s been in use for awhile).

We have only used the woven material on our structures. Some of these vendors will custom cut a size, others will not. Do your homework.
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Sources for Woven Polyethylene Covers

J&M Industries      Solarig/Solaroof      4-ml and 6-ml products
https://www.jm-ind.com/products/custom-fabrication/solarig/

AM Leonard         Palring             146 or 175 products

Dripworks          Greenhouse material 12-ml product
https://www.dripworks.com/greenhouse-material-12-mil

There are other sources for woven greenhouse covers not listed.

Source for Greenhouse film (clear plastic)

Greenhouse Megastore
https://www.greenhousemegastore.com/search?q=GREENHOUSE+FILM%2C

there are other sources for greenhouse film not listed.